Figure 5-397.202  
5 FT. WIRE FENCE (DESIGN W-1) FOR PEDESTRAIN BRIDGES

Approved, and signed, January 5, 2017.

Approved 01-05-2017  
REMOVED from the STANDARD:
- Pipe Anchorage for Fence Posts-Type1 and replaced it with detail “Bolt Anchorage for Intermediate Fence Posts®”.  

Under GENERAL NOTES:
- Removed and replaced all notes and numbered note ①. Also added numbered note ②.

At the POST CONNECTIONS ON STAIRWAY - JUNCTION “T”, AT THE GROOVED WASHER, AND AT THE JUNCTION “Y” DETAILS:
- Removed the sub title “An Approved Alternate Will Be Considered”.

At the TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH WALKWAY:
- Changed the fence post size from 2 ½” to 3” dia. Which changed the weight to 7.58 lbs/ft.
- Increased the distance from the center of the post to edge of walkway from 5 ½” to 8 ½”.
- Changed all the horizontal dimensions to “blank” dimensions to be filled in.
- Added the curb to the walkway.
- Changed the note at the top of the fence from “Knuckled Edge” to “Knuckled Selvage Top and Bottom” and removed the note at the bottom of the fence.

At the BOLT ANCHORAGE FOR FENCE POSTS – TYPE 2:
- Updated the detail name to “Bolt Anchorage for Fence Posts at End of Slab ①”.
- Removed the mortar, the mortar notes and the base plate weld symbols.
- Added the concrete curb, updated the base plate dimensions and details, rescaled the pipe and pipe sleeve to proper sizes and updated the edge of coping to ℄ of post dimensions.

At the FABRIC TIE DETAIL:
- Changed note from: “9 GA. Wire Tie 1'-0" Max. Spg.” to: “Vinyl Coated Fabric Tie @ 1'-0" Max. Spg.”

At the JUNCTION “Y” AND JUNCTION “X” LOCATIONS:
- Added “Inside Face of Fence” with leader line pointing to both details.

At the PART ELEVATION ON STAIRWAY AND THE PART ELEVATION ON RAMP:
- Changed the word “Part” to “Partial” in the name for the details
- Added the curb with labeling of ramp and curb.
- Removed all Type 1 anchorages and dimensions.
- Added note “Knuckled Selvage Top and Bottom”.
- Within the Stretcher Bar note, changed “Mn/DOT Spec.” to “PER Spec.”

Added DESIGNER NOTE:
- “If handrail pipe is not required, update this plan sheet to show chain link fence on inside of walkway”.

At the TITLE BLOCK:
- Removed the word “Modified” from the approved block under the Standard Figure number.

(No record of revisions on date of April 23, 2003)

Approved, and signed, NOVEMBER 26, 1985
NEW STANDARD